essences of light™
EL0

9 cobalt blue 1/2 oz bottles

$63.33

The essences of light ™ resonate to core, archetypal energies within you as an
individual, and through you to the collective consciousness. They deliver an
exceptional level of clarification and illumination supporting universal transformation
and ascension.
We are moving through exciting and challenging times personally, globally, and
universally. essences of light ™ support you to refocus your life in Light by paying
attention to yourself---body, mind, soul, and emotions---and making conscious choices
to support yourself every day. In honoring and loving yourself, you touch everyone and
everything around you with honor and love. A true blessing!
There are many things you can do in your outer life to support the Earth: recycle, use
water wisely, honor people, the land and all of nature. However, if you do all these
things and remain toxic within your own mind and heart, your outer work is diminished.
The Earth is healing Herself. It us up to us to honor Her clarity of purpose by focusing on
our own healing. And we must do this using the power of the heart, from Love.
Maintain your center of power, your Heart center, first, and you will aid the Earth and
all sentient beings in maintaining theirs.
Call on the archetypal energies of the essences of light ™ to access and embody your
experience of transformation and share it with everyone you meet.
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The Essences
Light Serum Brings the gift of Light. Creates a safe space in which to do your sacred
work, no matter where you are. An essence of wholeness, order, and focus that
illuminates patterns of darkness creating the opportunity to reframe them in the Light.
Use it to transform the flawed system that generates the energy called money to
support Darkness into the perfect system that generates the energy called money to
support the Light.
EL1 ....... 1/2 oz.......... $9.99
Sacred Heart Brings the gift of Love. This essence shares the purity and innocence of
the Child’s heart—freely expressed, unconditional in its application, love that knows no
boundaries or limitations. Fan the flames of your inner fire and reclaim your passion
and commitment. For discerning the difference between passion and obsession.
EL2 ....... 1/2 oz.......... $9.99
Continuum Brings the gift of Hope. An essence of movement and breath, foundation
and life, affirming optimism and confident expectancy. For remaining on course,
putting one foot in front of the other and continuing on when it seems no progress is
being made. For perseverance and trust that all is in Divine order.
EL3 ....... 1/2 oz.......... $9.99
Resurrection Brings the gift of Faith. An essence of great courage, Resurrection calls
you back to life. Be willing to step off the edge of the precipice to new beginnings,
fresh outlooks, and infinite possibilities.
EL4 ....... 1/2 oz.......... $9.99
Gold Brings the gift of Charity. An essence of generosity and profound abundance.
Freely express the innate purity of true Wealth and your unlimited capacity to share all
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that you have and all that you are.
EL5 ....... 1/2 oz.......... $9.99
Touchstone Brings the gift of Self-Reference. Honor your power of inner knowing and
discernment and act from your own truth with integrity and mindfulness. Remain fully
present and pay attention to the awesome power of every moment.
EL6 ....... 1/2 oz.......... $9.99
White Rose of Sharon Brings the gift of Clarity. Fosters clarity of purpose using your
intuition to expand your creativity and self-expression. Take time to listen in the silence
and your path becomes clear.
EL7 ....... 1/2 oz.......... $9.99
Rose Ray Brings the gift of Self Acceptance. Encourages recognition,
acknowledgment and celebration of the powerful gift of ordinariness. Honor those
most ordinary gifts that others admire so much, yet you may take for granted.
EL8 ....... 1/2 oz.......... $9.99
Circle Brings the gift of Unity. You are inextricably linked with every person and All
That is by your own Soul choice and intent; an essence of oneness and connection, for
knowing you are never alone.
EL9 ....... 1/2 oz.......... $9.99
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